together to tell the world that they support the same fundamental idea," says Doug Boucher, who works on the issue for the Union of Concerned Scientists, an environmental watchdog based in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Boucher points out that Indonesia has become an international leader on the issue despite being virtually absent from the debate just six months ago. "We may look back on this in a couple of years as having been a turning point," he says. 129; 2006) . In January this year, the DOE said that Oak Ridge, which is run by the not-for-profit company UT-Battelle under a 5-year, US$6.3-billion contract, had reopened the investigation. "Once again, the committee concluded there was no evidence of misconduct, " an Oak Ridge spokesman told Nature.
According to the November ruling, DOE officials approved this first finding at a meeting last year with lab officials where they were shown copies of a panel's investigation report in binders marked "do not duplicate", and reviewed the process that the panel used to arrive at its finding of "no misconduct". The lab officials then took the binders back, the ruling says. It adds that although the DOE officials felt that it was "very important" to confirm the panel was objective and composed of people who did not work at Oak Ridge, they apparently did not keep a record of who those investigators were. Last week, Oak Ridge named Paul Peercy of the University of Wisconsin-Madison and David Williams of the University of Alabama in Huntsville, as two panel members.
"Copies of the report were returned as is normal practice with confidential documents, " says Oak Ridge's spokesman, Mike Bradley. "Department of Energy officials were not at any time restricted from access to the report, " he adds.
The freedom-of-information ruling cites a standard clause in the contract between the DOE and UT-Battelle as evidence that the company "clearly intended to retain control over the report of investigation". That clause says that records relating to investigations "conducted under an expectation of confidentiality" will be considered the contractor's property. In 2005, Raymond Orbach, director of the DOE Office of Science widened the clause to cover misconduct reports from all US national labs run by the DOE.
In the Oak Ridge case, the DOE did later receive a copy of the investigation report, which the recent ruling orders Orbach's office to consider for public release -overruling his deputy, Patricia Dehmer, who had refused to do so. But Oak Ridge says that it was sent not for oversight but "for informational purposes only".
"Can a government agency fulfil its oversight responsibilities with this degree of access?" asks C. K. Gunsalus, an attorney and misconduct expert at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign. She says that other science-funding agencies employ oversight experts who routinely receive and retain not only investigation reports, but the data at issue and the names of people involved, and analyse these in detail -a process that for a complex case might well take longer than one meeting.
Bioethicist Arthur Caplan of the University of Pennsylviania, Philadelphia, says he can't understand why the DOE introduced a rule relinquishing control of investigation reports. "Why would they give up supervisory powers?" he asks.
Officials in Orbach's office plan to meet this week to discuss the matter.
